
CONTACT INFOLet us make your cat
purrrrfectly happy

2723 Cedar Road
Nanaimo, BC

V9X 1K3

250-722-7074

dawgandcatgrooming@gmail.com

WWW.DAWGACADEMY.COM

We are certified expert groomers
with over 20 years experience
trained in low-stress handling
techniques and pet first aid

certified!  We continue to strive to
update our certifications and

techniques to help your pet have
the best grooming experience.

Please feel free to ask any
questions and we will be glad to

help!



GROOMING
SERVICES

Let us help your feline
feel mighty fine!

INFORMATION

Clipping 
De-shedding and Undercoat
removal
Blending down long coat
(mane/pants/belly)
Matting Removal
Nail Clipping
Nail caps application (owner
provides caps)
Toe Tuft trim
Bathing
Hand Drying
Ear cleaning
Eye cleaning
Anal Gland expression
(external, if needed)
Sanitary Trim

All cats should arrive in a carrier
for their comfort and safety.

Bathing and drying  the  coat allows us to
do a better job of the de-shed or clip
process. This helps your cat feel better
and makes the trim last longer. Bathing
and drying ultimately makes the complete  
grooming process easier on the cat.  

Prevention through regular grooming is
always preferred over once-in-a-while
matting removal. Cat skin is dangerously
thin and when the coat is matted the skin
gets pulled up into the matting.  This puts
the cat's well being at risk.

Matting is caused by dirt, dander, debris
and natural skin and coat oils building up
and clumping the coat together.  Regular
bathing will help prevent this and will
promote your cat's comfort.

Cats of all ages need grooming. We can
start with young kittens to help familiarize
them with the grooming process. As they
mature regular grooming keeps them in
top shape.

Cats benefit the most from weekly home
grooming and 4 to 12 weeks for
professional grooming to maintain best
coat and skin health. This prevents
shedding, matting and reduces grease and
saliva from building up in the cat's coat.  

As cats age they will need more frequent
grooming to maintain their comfort.

We will ALWAYS put the well being of your
cat first.  This means we tailor our services
to meet your cat's needs.

Make sure to let the groomer know about
any medical concerns your cat may have.

Why wash a cat?

Matting

When should my 
cat be groomed?


